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Great News!
Your Board and the Coordinators have been busy. By the
time you read this your club will have purchased the
equipment necessary to improve our Zoom meetings! This
has taken a lot of hours researching and I am very pleased
with Jim Pope, and Ken Ragsdale’s recommendations.
Thanks to Pete Kaup you have another live demonstrator!
During our regular Zoom meeting on September 12 th,2020
we will have Cindy Drozda. Don’t miss her. As this is a

paid demo we will be sending Zoom log on
information to all paid up club members only.

We had great feedback on Alan Stratton’s demo last month
and we are working on October’s meeting already.
I believe the we will need to plan on using Zoom for longer
than any of us would like. As soon as we can safely go back
to our regular meetings we will.
If anyone has a suggestion on how we can improve please
email me or one of your board members, we want to hear
from you.
Bill Vincent
billvincent1947@gmail.com

We have tried to keep everyone informed of the current restructuring
of the Southern Utah Woodturners club. There were some problems with the general newsletter list
and some may not have received the last newsletter. Apologies to those who may have been
missed. On August 8th the club held the regular scheduled virtual meeting . 23 members were
present. This format has been working but stay with us as we are all still learning. The main topic ,
other than agenda items , was the live interactive remote demo (IRD) by Alan Stratton. The demo
went very well, with interaction from members and a minium of technical glitches. September 12th
regular virtual meeting will feature a IRD by Cindy Drozda of a lidded finial box--

This demo is available to paid members only
Jim Pope , Secretary , SUWT

Show & Tell

Four bowls of walnut & maple with base of cherry, all about
10" diameter

"Anasazi Sunshine" cherry , maple , walnut
with pauduk sun and Ziricote rays.

Left is a number of Christmas themed
wise men

below-- covered cheese serving platter
of walnut, maple, peach and birch.

Right---Washington County Fair winner
titled "Baskin & Robbins 31 flavors
segmented vase
Below left--sycamore lidded box with
multiple species for segmented area
Below right---spiral staved hollowform
of ebonized alder with contrasting red
veneers

Below are three vases from multiple species

Above left-- small maple hollow form Right -- maple burl bowl
Below left-- walnut lidded urn right -- 8" russian olive calabash bowl

Southern Utah Woodturners--#2
Safety Suggestion—Reinforced Toe Shoes
As I grow older, I have become clumsier and drop things easier. As a result, I have come to
rely on reinforced toe shoes. Several issues have happened, and I have thought of others
that helped me make the transition to reinforced toe shoes.
We work with sharp tools and if we lose control of that tool and it falls, the points of many
of those tools can easily penetrate the top of the shoe. It is important to note that the
reinforcing only covers the toes since more reinforcing would hamper flexibility.
Another argument for reinforced toe shoes is when I have dropped wood while lifting it or
moving it around on my wood pile. The damage to the toes could be substantial. In this
case it is also important to note that there are two types of reinforcing, steel and carbon
fiber. If the steel toe collapses under the pressure of a dropped object it generally must be
cut out before the shoe can be removed. The carbon fiber on the other hand can be
pressed back into shape thus relieving the pressure on the toes quicker.
The last scenario is when using a chainsaw. No need to mention the damage that can be
done if while sawing the bar slips and strikes the toes. In this case, steel toe shoes are
best, but the carbon fiber will also add a degree of protection.
When purchasing reinforced toe shoes there are several considerations including design
and prices. Most boot manufactures make a steel toe boot. They are pricey but wear a
long time. They tend to be heavier and hotter during the summer heat. If you are going to
do a lot of chain saw work, I recommend a good steel toed boot.
If economy is a concern or weight of the shoe, then looking into Sketchers work
wear. They have both reinforced and steel toe tennis style shoes and are great in the shop
and comfortable to wear for everyday use.
Whatever you wear on your feet while turning be safe. Flip flops and Crocs are not safe
for the type of work we do. Stay safe and keep making shavings.
-Thank you,
Brent Ross
(Less Talk--More Sawdust)

What is shear cutting
During the demonstrations in the AAW Zoom symposium virtually every demonstrator
mentioned shear cutting. They used the cut to smooth surfaces and make curves fair. Usually it
is done with a bowl gouge with a long-swept back side bevel. Scrapers held almost vertically can
be used.
If you are using a bowl gouge, it needs to have long swept back bevels on the sides. If you look
at the edge it should either be absolutely straight or have a slight rise in the center like the
surface of a large ball. It is extremely important that the edge not have a recess in it like the
inside of a bowl. The photo is a Carter and Son M42 Mike Mahoney Shear Scraper Gouge.
When you are shear cutting the gouge is held at about 45 degrees with the handle down and the
lower cutting edge against the wood. The upper cutting edge does not touch the wood but
almost does. If both wings of the gouge touch the wood, it will get really exciting instantly.
The gouge should be held against the top of the tool rest. Trent Bosch has a tool rest from
advancedlathetools.com (Steve Sinner) that allows him to hold the gouge almost virtical. Glenn
Lucas simply raises his tool rest so the point of contact allows the gouge to be held more
horizontally. Some tool rests would make it difficult to do shear cutting unless you raise the tool
rest like Glenn Lucas. The shavings are small and the surface is very nice. You can go back and
forth until the surface is how you want it. This is only used on the outside of a turning.
Mike Mahoney showed the video to the right during his presentation in the AAW Zoom
symposium. I did a search for mike mahoney youtube.
The video shown in the photo to the right
is the one you want. I did not have to go to
the AAW website but you may have to watch
an AAW add to get to Mike Mahoney’s video.
The video is not on the Mike Mahoney website.

If you have questions regarding "Tips & Tricks" e-mail me at leonolson@aol.com
Leon Olson

WHY WE LIVE IN SOUTHERN UTAH

Bullion Falls , off the Bullion Pasture Trail, Fishlake National Forest, near Bullion Canyon Miner's
Peak, Marysville , UT. Photo courtesy of Glenn Pearson

Dedicated to promoting woodturning in Southern Utah through
educational demos, classes & fellowship betwen members.
"Learning Through Turning"

Turn Often & Turn Safe

---Until further notice--Virtual "Zoom" meeting the 2nd Saturday of each month
Link to access to be emailed to members prior to meeting

Visit our website at :
htpps://www.southernutahwoodturners.com
Email-- suwtclub@gmail.com

